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Project Manager’s Message

It is my absolute privilege to be able to lead the UK’s most successful electric Formula
Student team. The achievements of the team to date are a testament to the dedication
of previous team members, something that will inevitably continue in the 2019 team.
As the incoming Project Manager, I am looking forward to the challenge ahead and
am proud to be surrounded by a group of talented and motivated individuals, who are
all committed to the success of the team.
Inheriting the incredible success of the 2017-18 team has provided invaluable
motivation which is sure to drive us to even greater accomplishments. With the car
currently on its way to China, we are looking forward to obtaining some valuable data
from its competition in China as well as during further testing on its return.
Having shown our ability to understand and design a reliable electric vehicle, our
goals for this year are to focus on vehicle dynamics to take full advantage of the
powertrain. It goes without saying that we want to maintain the title of top UK electric
team for a third year, however we also want to target a top 10 finish in the UK and
expand our events calendar to include European events.
We would love for you to join us and our existing sponsors on this exciting journey as
part of the TBRe family.

Kieran Shopland
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Who We Are
University of Bath
The University of Bath is one of the UK’s top universities, which has been highlighted by several
awards over recent years. Strong links with industry have led to a high proportion of students taking
on industrial placements, making Bath graduates some of the most employable in the country. Below
are examples of the some of the awards that show the university’s commitment to its students.

Team Bath Racing Electric
Team Bath Racing Electric is an electric Formula Student
team based out of the University of Bath’s Faculty of
Engineering and Design. Formula Student is the world’s
largest student engineering competition, with over 600
universities taking part worldwide. Each year the teams
are challenged to design, manufacture, test and race a
formula style racing car.
We are proud to say that we have been the UK’s top
Electric Formula Student team for the past two years.

The team comprises students from all academic years
studying engineering, computer science and business,
among other disciplines. The core team consists
primarily of final year students, who take the lead roles
in delivering the car. However, team members from all
years play crucial roles in the project.
For more information on Formula Student UK (FSUK), please visit the
website - www.imeche.org/events/formula-student
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Our History

2015

•

9 Members

•

Initial support from university

•

Proof of concept vehicle
produced

•

40 Members

•

Passed all Technical Inspections
at FSUK 2017

•

Crowned Top UK Electric Formula
Student team

2016

•

16 Members

•

Became established in the
University and acquired lab space

•

Attended FSUK 2016

2017
2018

•

60 Members

•

Finished all events at FSUK 2018

•

First UK team to attend FS China

2019
Our main goals for this year are to:
1. Retain top UK Electric Formula Student team
2. Finish Top 10 in FSUK
3. Be the first UK Electric Formula Student team to compete in Europe
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Innovation
The team’s rapid rise to success has been driven by a desire to innovate and to broaden our
technical and business competencies. There is an emphasis within the team to produce custom,
in-house designs to ensure that the car is optimised for the Formula Student competition and racing
conditions. This philosophy provides a platform for both learning and innovation, and allows the
team and its members to develop year on year.

Battery technology
Designing the battery from first principles in previous years
has allowed the team to develop a wealth of knowledge in this
area, from the characterisation of individual cells to the design
of battery wide safety systems. The team is one of the few in
Formula Student to tackle the complexities of cylindrical cell
architectures. The TBRe18 design was highly commended at
FSUK, to the extent that it was used as exemplar material for
other teams.

Carbon fibre
Integrating electrical safety features into the manufacturing
process of carbon fibre has allowed the team to fully utilise
the incredible potential of this material. Considerable research,
combined with the production of test panels and scale chassis
prototypes, has allowed the team to vastly improve its capabilities
with carbon fibre. As a result, TBRe19 hopes to provide a 20%
mass reduction compared to the TBRe18 car, primarily through
the light weighting of the chassis and battery.

Driver environment
The continuous recording and analysis of diagnostic data in real
time is essential for advanced vehicle performance. Our custom
interface enables the monitoring of important parameters,
enabling fast, customised fault detection while ensuring a robust
driver experience. Resistive touch technology lets the driver
operate the system with gloves, providing an interactive live
examination of the car, from which they can adjust their handling
accordingly and deliver to their maximum racing potential.
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Sensors and telemetry
To aid future development and vehicle tuning, we have designed
a complete sensor network and wireless telemetry system, which
will allow us to gather as much data as possible during testing and
competition. This will be achieved by using technologies such as
ZigBee and the development of an Android app to allow the live
monitoring of data from the vehicle to the supporting team.

Safety
The mixture of high voltage electronics and competitive racing
makes safety the team’s highest priority. Automated systems are
in place to shut down the output from the high voltage battery
under any fault conditions and dual modular redundancy ensures
our confidence in our electrical systems. The driver is protected
from impact and mechanical failures due to the team’s rigorous
implementation of safety factors, professional manufacturing
procedures and part testing.

Motor control
With attention to a host of control tools, the team aims to unlock
the full potential of its electric powertrain to deliver even more
sustained power. Through the thorough characterisation of the
motor, we can design and implement advanced, adaptive control
to customise performance for the Formula Student competition.
Techniques such as field weakening, regenerative braking and
traction control will propel the car into modern competitive racing,
ensuring the best results on track.

Vehicle dynamics
In racing, the optimisation of vehicle dynamics to extract valuable
seconds in a car’s performance can be the key to victory. Our
vehicle dynamics model, developed from first principles and
utilising industry leading software, will ensure customised set ups
to suit the varying racing conditions of different Formula Student
events. The team has innovated on several areas including the
introduction of fully adjustable anti-roll systems and adjustable
Ackermann percentage steering.
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Why Sponsor Us
Sponsoring Formula Student teams can lead to many great opportunities. Companies such as SAIC
Motor UK Technical Centre, MAHLE Powertrain, and Bosch have all see the value of supporting
teams like ours. The two main areas of benefit for sponsoring companies are highlighted below:

Students

Publicity
Formula Student events have an enormous
amount of support from the general public
as well as many industrial partners, with over
8,000 people attending individual events.
Exposure at these events could enhance your
publicity within academia, as well as in the
automotive and motorsport industries.

Many team Alumni take graduate roles with
our sponsors. One example is Jake, the 2018
Technical Manager. After impressing one of
our sponsors with his work and commitment,
Jake secured a graduate role with them,
which he started in September 2018.

We have featured in several publications e.g.
Racecar Engineering, The Engineer, ITV news
and others. We have a strong social media
presence which is closely monitored by our
commercial team. We also feature on several
of our sponsors’ websites and publications.

Members of our team also complete industrial
placements with our sponsors. One example
of this is Taylor, who worked closely with the
team in his first and second years, providing
an opportunity for our sponsor to see the
potential intern in action.
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What We Need
Our drive for innovation does not rely solely on cash sponsorship; there are various ways in which
you can support TBRe19 in achieving our ambitions. The list below outlines the ways in which
companies have sponsored us in the past, however we are always open to new forms of support.

Components and software

Financial and technical support

Specialist components, tools and test
equipment enable the team to innovate and
push the boundaries of what is possible in the
Formula Student competition. The provision
of these is hugely beneficial to the team, and
much appreciated.

Cash sponsorship is always a welcome form
of support for Team Bath Racing Electric, it
offers us the flexibility to purchase what we
need, when we need it. Sponsorship funds are
utilised for components and tools, as well as
competition entry and travel expenses.

Access to industry leading software can be
the difference between success and failure
in the competitive environment of Formula
Student. Confidence in our calculations and
designs can ultimately lead to the reliable
optimisation and validation of our designs.

The Formula Student competition is as much
an engineering challenge as it is a learning
experience for the team. Support stemming
from industrial expertise is a great tool that
the team can use to expand the boundaries of
our own capabilities.
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What We Can Offer
Student engagement
Close interaction with members of the team
is an opportunity reserved for those in our
Gold and Platinum sponsorship packages.
We are happy to present the car and our
project at corporate and promotional
events for these categories of sponsors.

Vehicle branding
Each year, the car represents the culmination
of a year’s work and is the centrepiece
of people’s attention. With our success
propelling us to the international stage, oncar branding guarantees that your logo will be
widely broadcast.

Apparel branding
Our branded polos, which contain the
logos of all our sponsors, are consistently
worn at internal and external events
throughout the season. They provide a
clear demonstration of the level of support
that we have from industrial sponsorship.
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What We Can Offer
Pit board branding
The team’s pit board acts as our
sponsorship hub, and each sponsor is
showcased here so that the huge amount
of support we receive can be recognised
and appreciated. This pit board travels with
the team to all internal and external events.

Lab promotion
A key stop on the tour of the engineering
faculty and our main place of work, the lab is
visited by current and prospective students,
visiting academics and industrial partners.
All of our sponsors’ logos are displayed
with pride on our sponsor wall for all to see.

Online promotion
With an ever growing presence online and
across multiple social media platforms,
we offer the opportunity for our sponsors
to gain wider and increasing levels of
exposure. Our new website also features
a dedicated page for our sponsors.
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Title Sponsor

Title sponsorship is our most coveted
sponsorship package. The sponsor taking this
opportunity will benefit the most from TBRe’s
activities and will feature heavily in our media
and branding. Their logo will take pride of place
at the front of our car and the top of our branded
shirts, pit board and sponsor’s wall in the lab.

Event Sponsor

Sponsorship Packages

The Event Sponsorship package will increase
a sponsor’s exposure at a particular Formula
Student event. This will be achieved through
additional branding and engagement in the build
up to and during the chosen event.

Gold

Platinum

We also offer four standardised sponsorship packages, which are detailed below:

Student Engagement

Bronze

Silver

Car Branding
Shirt Branding
Pit Board Branding
Lab Promotion
Online Promotion
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Sponsor Testimonials
Below are the testimonials of SAIC Motor UK Technical Centre Limited, our 2018 platinum sponsor,
and Newbury Innovation, a new sponsor for 2019.

SAIC Motor UK Technical Centre Limited
At SAIC Motor UK Technical Centre we have been delighted to be
Platinum sponsors of TBRe for Formula Student in 2018. For a
number of years we have been developing our relationship with the
University of Bath through research projects, postgraduate education,
and graduate and intern recruitment. Through this we have developed
great respect for the quality of Bath’s engineering students and the
education that they receive.
We also recognise the value of Formula Student as a training and

Alan Anderson
Technical Director

proving ground for developing engineering and business skills. The
opportunity to sponsor the team through Formula Student UK and to
go to our ‘home’ territory to take on all comers at Formula Student
Electric China seemed too good to miss.
Throughout our involvement so far, we have been very impressed by
the professionalism and organisation of TBRe, and by the passion,
talent and integrity of the individuals in the team. The results achieved
by the team at Silverstone this year are testimony to this and we are
excited to see how the team fares at FSEC in Zhuhai in November.

Newbury Innovation

Jon Hawkins
Technical Director

Being involved with Team Bath Racing Electric brings undoubted
benefits for both us and the student team. We get to work with some
of the best young electrical engineers and learn with them, whilst
they gain a far better understanding of what is really required in a
commercial design and production environment. Supporting their
personal development whilst watching them encounter and overcome
real engineering challenges through the course of the programme is
very rewarding.
If industry wants the best possible engineers then it must play its
part in helping them develop. What better way is there of showing
that support than to be part of this exciting development programme.
Last year’s car was great and we look forward to supporting the
endeavours of the 2018/19 team.
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2017 - 2018 Sponsors
Here are the wonderful sponsors who have joined us on our journey to retain the title of the UK’s top
Electric Formula Student team. We are incredibly grateful for their support and we look forward to
seeing them join us again for another successful year.

Platinum

Gold
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2017 - 2018 Sponsors

Silver

Bronze

o


CAGED LASER ENGINEERING
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Technical Team

Ben Carretta
Technical Manager

Natalie Kyprianou

Valerio Pellicciari

Pete Walker

Sam Gray

Battery

Chassis

Powertrain

Vehicle Dynamics

Oliver Hopkinson

Oliver Wilkins

Kieron Holt

Eduard Gascon

Aerodynamics

Low Voltage Systems

Safety

Autonomous Systems
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Commercial Team

Afkar Ansar

Business Manager

Sofya Morozova

Emily Pollich

Samuel Akinwumi

Jasmine Haniah

Branding

Media

Photography

Events

Danil Olenev

Alasdair Denby

Bassel Ghazali

Fred Millman

Logistics

Sponsorship

Video Editor

Web Development
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Faculty Supervisor Team

Prof. Peter Wilson
Electrical Supervisor

Dr. Joeseph Flynn

Dr. Ben Metcalfe

Mechanical Supervisor

Electrical Supervisor
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Getting In Touch
We hope that this prospectus has provided valuable insight into the team and our ambitions. If you
would like more information or simply want to monitor our progress, please follow us on our media
platforms. With such a fast moving project, there are always new developments and we will use
these platforms to keep you as up to date as possible.
Whether you want to sponsor us or just want to hear more about what we do, we look forward to
hearing from you in the near future.

@teambathracingelectric

@TeamBathRacingElectric

Team Bath Racing Electric

tbre@bath.ac.uk

teambathracingelectric.com

@teambathracingelectric

@TeamBathRacingE
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